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I CLAIMS - LOCATION - ACCESS 

The IAN-B group of claims consists of 27 contiguous f u l l -  

sized claims which are recorded as follows: 

Claim Name 

IAN 7 

IAN 8 

IAN 9 

IAN 1 0  

IAN 11 

IAN 12 

IAN 1 3  

IAN 14 

IAN 15 

IAN 1 6  

IAN 1 7  

IAN 1 8  

IAN 19 

IAN 20 

IAN 21 

IAN 22 

IAN 23 

IAN 24 

IAN 25 

Record No. 

116 608 

116 609 

116 610 

116 611 

119 422 

119 423 

119 424 

119 425 

119 426 

119 427 

119 428 

119 429 

119 430 

119 431 

119 432 

119 433 

119 434 

119 435 

119 436 
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Claim Name 

IAN 26 

IAN 27 

IAN 28 

IAN 29 

IAN 30 

IAN 31 

IAN 32 

IAN 33 

Record No. 

119 437 

119 438 

119 439 

119 440 

119 441 

119 442 

119 443 

119 444 

The IAN-B group o f  claims is situated 72 miles NNW o f  Fort 

St. James and 3 2  miles SSW o f  Germansen Landing. This group 

is adjoining another group which consists o f  IAN 1 to IAN 6 

mineral claims. 

Access to the IAN-B group o f  claims is by helicopter from 

either Fort St. James o r  Germansen Landing. 

I1 TOPOGRAPHY 

The IAN claims lie between elevations o f  4000 and 4300' across 

gentle hills which entirely timbered. 
6iL 

. /3 
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I11 WORK DONE 

3.1 . Regional Geology 

The IAN claims are assumed to lie across o r  near by a 

major contact which is the Hogem batholith - Takla vol--\ 
canics contact (projected contact). In 1972 anomalous 

silt samples =re found and the claims staked. 

3.2. Surveys carried out in 1973 

During the 1973 summer season a geochemical and geophy- 

sical survey was carried out on the claims. The geochemi- 

cal survey covered the whole property whereas the geo- 

physical was carried out on a portion o f  it only. 

The surveys also covered IAN 1 to IAN 6 mineral claims 

which form another group. Works performed on these claims 

are illustrated on maps accompanying this report to allow 

a better interpretation of the results. However, only 

the expenditures related to IAN 7 - IAN 33 mineral claims 
are taken into account in the"Cost Breakdown!' in Appen- 

dix 11. 

/4 
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3.3. Geochemical Survey 

Between July 4 and July 11, 1973 a crew of two men worked 

on the IAN-B group of claims. The crew consisted o f  Jean 

Paul Guelpa, geologist, and David Hopper, soil sampler. 

It was intended t o  do the geological mapping of the claims 

along with the soil sampling. However, no outcrops were 

found on the entire property. No geological report can, 

therefore, be provided. 

The soil sampling was first carried out along the IP lines 

previously cut by Manex Mining Ltd. These lines were cut 

500 feet apart on IAN # 7, 8, 9, 10, 18 and 19. Along these 

lines samples were collected every 200 feet. Samples were 

taken every 300 feet along lines 750 feet apart on the re- 

maining claims, i.e. IAN # 20 through IAN # 33  incl. The 

lines were run with a compass and a Topofil Chaix and flagged, 

The soil samples were collected from the B horizon using a 4 

foot steel auger. This auger was necessary because of the 

unusually thick A horizon. 

/ 5  
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350 samples were taken and sent to Min-En Laboratories to 

be analyzed for Mo, Cu, Zn and Mn. MN analysis was requested 

to allow a better interpretation of other metal values. 

3.4, Geophysical Survey 

An induced polarization and resistivity survey was carried 

out by McPhar Geophysics Ltd. between July 23 and July 29, 

1973. The lines necessary f o r  the survey had been cut pre- 

viously by Manex Mining Ltd. between June 1 and June 7, 1973, 

65 miles of IP were run across IAN # 7, 8 ,  9, 10, 1 1 ,  18 

and 19 along lines spaced at 500' intervals. The resulting 

grid is illustrated on the "Plan Map" in Ph. G. Hallof's 

and M. A. Goudie's report. 

IV RESULTS 

4.1. Geochemical Survey (see map # 1 )  

Anomalies - Several weak Cu and Mo anomalies appear. Over 

a Mo background averaging 3 ppm it is possible to define two 

anomalous isograde lines: 6 ppm and 10 ppm. 

--------- 
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Over a Cu background averaging 40 ppm it is also possible 

to define two anomalous isograde lines: 86 ppm and 1 ppm. 

The best anomalies are situated on IAN # 9 where we observe 

a partial coincidence of Mo and Cu anomalies. 

False anomalies - A number o f  isolated high Mo and Cu 

values are obviously caused by high manganese soil contents. 

--------------- 

In light o f  the study o f  the results and o f  our experience 

elsewhere, we think that anomalous Mo and Cu values should 

be disregarded when associated to manganese values over 

1500 ppm. 

4.2. Geophysical Survey 
(Philip Hallof and Marion A .  Goudie's report) 

Results of the geophysical survey are detailed in the en- 

closed report by Philip Hallof and Marion A .  Goudie. 

The survey reveals the existence o f  anomalies quite com- 

parable to those found over the Brenda deposit a few years 

ago. 

/ 7  
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V CONCLUSIONS 

IP results have been replotted on map # 1 to allow com- 

parison with geochemical results. Although all geochemical 

anomalies are weak, we believe that wherever they coincide 

with IP anomalies it is warranted to evaluate them further 

through a preliminary drilling program. 

A minimum of 3 drill holes seems necessary to d o  this. These 

holes should be diamond drilled and should have a minimum 

depth of 400 feet. 

Respectfully submitted, 



APPENDIX I 

Personnel Certificates 

GUELPA, Jean Paul: Geologist. Graduate of University 
of Lyon, France, in 1966. Since then engaged 
in mineral exploration in Quebec with the Depart- 
ment of Natural Resources and in B.C. with Mokta 
Canada Ltd. and at present with Pechiney Development 
Ltd. 

HOPPER, David: 20 years old. Student. Has worked previously 
as soil sampler with Canadian Superior Exploration 
in 1971 and with Pechiney Development Ltd. in 1972 

MANEX MINING LTD. 
Vancouver based exploration firm 
Address: 47Q Granville Street, Vancouver, B.C. 

MCPHAR GEOPHYSICS LTD. 
Address: 837 Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
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APPEND~X u- 

REPORT ON T H E  
INDUCED POLARIZATION 
AND RESISTIVITY SURVEY 

ON T H E  
IAN CLAIM GROUP, VALLEAU CREEK AREA, 

OMINECA MINING DIVISION, B . C. 

PECHINEY DEVELOPMENT LTD. 
FOR 

BY 

PHILIP G. HALLOF, Ph.D. 

AND 

MARION A. GOUDIE, B.Sc. 

NAME AND LOCATION O F  PROPERTY: 

IAN CLAIM GROUP, VALLEAU CREEK AREA, 

OMINECA MINING DIVISION, B.C.  55'20" - 124'47'W 

DATE START ED: JULY 23, 19 73 

DATE FINISHED: JULY 29, 1973 * 
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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED 

REPORT ON THE 

INDUC ED POLARIZATION 

AN D RESISTIVITY SURV EY 

ON THE 

IAN CLAIM GROUP, VALLEAU CREEX AR-, 

OMIN E A  MINING DIVISION , € . G * 
FOR 

PECHINEY UEVELOPMENT LTD. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Wet have recently completed an Induced Polarization and hri8tiVity 

rurvey on the Ian Claim Group, Valleau Creek area, h i n e c a  W .  1). , E . C . ,  

for Pet3hiney Uaveloprnent Ltd. The property is i~ituated at 55.20" latitude 

and 124'47'W longitude, two tros&&os east of Ahdatay Lake. Accerr ir by 

helicopter 

The property is totally cmered by glacial drift, but it is thought 

that the grid may be located near the eartern contact of the Hog- batholith 

with volcanic8 of the Talcla Croup. 

geochemical roil sampling and ground magnetometer and geological surveyrr . 
The XP ourvey was carried out to determine whether there was 

P r d o u r  work consisted of detailed 

a porsible disreminated sulphide eon. corresponding with tr geocherrical 

anomaly. The work -8 completud in July, 1973, using a NcPhar PbbO 

high power variable frequency IP unit operating at 6.3 HE and 5 He over 



the following claim 8 x 

Pan z 3 to 13 inclurfva, 18, 19. 

2. P K E S ' Z N T A T 1 0 N  OF R E S U L T S  

The Induced Polarhadon and Kasistivfty reeultr are rhown on 

the following data plots in the maflsRer described in fht: notas preceding 

this report. 

- Lisa Ehctrodec Xntervalie Amp. No, 

3000M 600 feet lip 6089-1 

2 5OON 600 feet IF 6089-2 

2000N 400 feet IP 6089-3 

1500N 600 feet IP 6089-4 

1 OWN 4UO feat I P  6089-5 

5OQN 400 Isat I P  6089-6 

0 400 feet IP 6089-7 

400 feet IP  6089-8 5008 

1000s 400 feet LP 6089-9 

15QOS 600 fast XP 6089-10 

A140 enclosed with thia raport ir Llwg. I .  %*, P. 4$108 a plan map s i  

the Ian Claim Group Grid  at a 8cala of I I '  = 2 0 W  The definite, probable 

and poosible Induced Polarization anmalie@ are indicated by bars, in the 

manner shown on the hgend,  on this @an map as wel l  a8 on the data plotr. 



Theae bars rsprareent the rurfacs projection of t h a t  anomalous mmes 

au htsrpretcsd from the location of tihe tranmnfttaar and receiver electrodes 

when the IUMXXXL~QU~ value8 were maarurad. 

Since the Xa$uced Polarisation rncraaruremabnt is asaentially an rverrging 

~ ~ P Q C B ~ I B ,  as  ape all potential mefhoda, it isr frequently difficult to exactly 

piapdnt the source of an mon;rly. Certainly, no anomaly can be located 

with more accuracy than the sbctrode interval length; I, 8. when using 

400' dsctroda fntervala f i e  pritioa af a narrow aulphide body can only 

be determined to lie between two rfr#oxlr 400' apart. In order to definftely 

Locate, and fully evaluate, a narrow, r b t l o w  aourc6 it is nscerrsry to 

U B ~ J  rhortex ahctrodc lntervrlo. In order to locate 8 0 w t e 1  at 10m4 depth, 

larger electrode fntcarmls murt be wed, with a corrarponding fncretaie 

in the uncertaintie8 of location, Therefore, while the centre of the indicated 

anomaly probably correspond6 fairly w d l  with amrce, the length of the 

fgdkat& anoma1y along the fine rhould not be taken to r ~ p r e i ~ m t  the exact 

sdgw of the anomalous matrzlrfa1, 

is a h a  open to the nouth, 

The resriertivftislr of the rocks underlying the survey grid are 

moderately high to high, indicating that the rackra are either unaltered or 

perhbpa arilicffted. In thia environment, the background IF xoarponias is 
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Xhlg IP su~xcsy locatad two ILP gone6 which are weakly aaonialour. 

The Erland;a orebody, which ims darcribed and illuotrated in a p p e r  which 

%fit included fn this report, show# the importance of fnveetigating such 

weakly anomalous zonei and it har been recosrmianded that the source 

of the B O ~ Q #  be checked by drilling. The zone may well  tce the source 

of the geocharrr,ical anon aly. 
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SICS LIMIT ED 

Dated: September 14, 1973 



V, 

Oatadt September 14, t 9 7 3  
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Crew:- Jb Parkscar .L 5hipptt 

5 day# Operating @ $380.38/day $1 ,, 941 90 

3 7 6 . 2 5  

Extra Labour - prorated op.dayr 
6' !5/16k 174.24 

+ 20% 34.85 
209.09 

$2,727.24 



C EXX'IFXCAT E 

and tb European 16raaocfation of the l?hptoration Gttophyricists. 

4, I ~2 a F+o&es~li~llibl Gesphyrfciat, registered fa the Province 

of Ontario, the Province of FritPsh Colunibia and the State of Aximona. 

have no direct or indirect intarerat, nor do 1 earpact to r8ceive 5. 

any interemrt directly or indirectly, in the property or oacwrities of 

Pschinay Avdopzlllant Ltd. , or any affiliate, 

The atatabn;ents niadat in thir report are baaed on a rtudy of 6.  

gublirhard geological. literature and unpubliihsd private report8 

7, Permisreion fa granted to U ~ Q  in whole or in part for asrsersment 

and qualification requirementr but not for advertising purpoaer b 

.Dated at Toroarto 

Thh 14th day of September, 1973 

j 





APPENDIX I1 

Cost Breakdown 

Line cutting by Manex Mining Ltd. 
on IAN # 7, 8, 9, 10, 1 1 ,  18, 19 
6.5 miles @ $180/mile 

IP survey by McPhar Geophysics Ltd. 
on IAN # 7, 8, 9, 10, 1 1 ,  18, 19 
6.5 miles out o f  8.71 miles 

Geochemical survey 
Sampler Salary: David Hopper 
7 days @ $15/day 

Supervision: J.P. Guelpa 
3 days @? $50/day 

Sample analysis: 350 samples 
analysed f o r  Cu, Mo, Zn, Mn 
350 @ $2.65/sample 

Drafting and typing 

T o t a l  

$ 105 

150 

927 

$ 1,080 

2,034 

$1,200 to apply to I A N  # 7, 8, 9, lo, 1 1 ,  12 f o r  2 years 
assessment. 

$2,100 to apply to I A N  # 13 through IAN # 33 f o r  one year 
assessment. 



McPHAR GEOPHYSICS 

NOTES ON THE THEORY, METHOD O F  FIELD OPERATIOQ 

AND PRESENTATION O F  DATA 

FOR THE INDUCED POLARIZATION METHOD 

Induced Polarization as a geophysical measurement  r e f e r s  

to the blocking action o r  polarization of metall ic o r  electronic 

conductors in a medium of ionic solution conduction. 

This e lectro-chemical  phenomenon occurs  wherever  

e lectr ical  cu r ren t  is passed through an a r e a  which contains metall ic 

minera ls  such a s  base  meta l  sulphides. Normally, when cu r ren t  is 

passed  through the ground, as in res is t ivi ty  measurements ,  all of the 

conduction takes place through ions present  in the water content of the 

rock, o r  soil ,  i .e .  by ionic conduction. This is  because a lmost  all 

minera ls  have a much higher specific res is t ivi ty  than ground water .  

The group of minera ls  commonly descr ibed a s  "metallic", however, 

have specific res is t ivi t ies  much lower than ground waters .  

induced polarization effect takes place a t  those interfaces  where  the 

mode of conduction changes f r o m  ionic in the solutions filling the 

in te rs t ices  of the rock to electronic in the metall ic minera ls  present  

The 
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in  the rock. 

The blocking action o r  induced polarization mentioned 

above, which depends upon the chemical energies  necessary  to allow 

the ions to give up o r  receive electrons f rom the metall ic surface,  

increases  with the t ime that a d. c. cu r ren t  is allowed to flow through 

the rock; i. e. a s  ions pile up against the metall ic interface the 

resis tance to cur ren t  flow increases .  Eventually, there  is  enough 

polarization in the form of excess  ions a t  the interfaces,  to appreciably 

reduce the amount of cur ren t  flow through the metall ic particle.  

polarization takes place a t  each of the infinite number of solution-metal 

interfaces in a mineralized rock. 

This 

When the d. c. voltage used to c rea te  this d. c. cur ren t  

flow is cut off, the Coulomb forces  between the charged ions forming 

the polarization cause them to return to their  normal  position. This 

movement of charge c rea tes  a smal l  cur ren t  flow which can be 

measured  on the surface of the ground as a decaying potential difference. 

F r o m  an alternate viewpoint i t  can be seen that i f  the 

direction of the current  through the sys tem is reversed  repeatedly 

before the polarization occurs ,  the effective resist ivity of the system 

as a whole will change as the frequency of the switching i s  changed. 

This i s  a consequence of the fact that the amount of cur ren t  flowing 

through each metall ic interface depends upon the length of t ime that 

cur ren t  has been passing through i t  in one direction. 
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The values of the pe r  cent frequency effect o r  F. E. a r e  

a measurement  of the polarization in the rock mass .  

the measurement  of the degree of polarization i s  related to the apparent 

resist ivity of the rock mass  i t  is found that the metal  factor values o r  

M. F. a r e  the mos t  useful values in determining the amount of 

polarization present  in the rock mass .  

normalizing the F. E. values for varying resist ivit ies.  

However, since 

The M F  values a r e  obtained by 

The induced polarization measurement  i s  perhaps the most  

powerful geophysical method for the direct  detection of metallic 

sulphide mineralization, even when this mineralization i s  of very 

low concentration. 

necessary  to produce a recognizable IP anomaly will vary with the 

geometry and geologic environment of the source,  and the method of 

executing the survey. However, sulphide mineralization of l e s s  than 

one p e r  cent by volume has been detected by the IP method under 

proper  geological conditions. 

The lower l imit  of volume per  cent sulphide 

The grea tes t  application of the IP method has been in the 

sea rch  for  disseminated metall ic sulphides of less  than 2074 by volume. 

However, it has also been used successfully in the sea rch  for  mass ive  

sulphides in situations where, due to source geometry, depth of source,  

o r  low resist ivity of surface layer ,  the E M  method can not be successfully 

applied. The ability to differentiate ionic conductors, such a s  water 

filled shear  zones, makes the IP method a useful tool in checking EM 
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anomalies which a r e  suspected of being due to these causes.  

In normal  field applications the IP method does not 

differentiate between the economically important metall ic minera ls  

such a s  chalcopyrite, chalcocite, molybdenite, galena, etc. , and the 

other metall ic minerals  such a s  pyrite. 

i s  due to the total of a l l  electronic conducting minerals  in the rock mass .  

Other electronic conducting mater ia l s  which can produce an IP response 

a r e  magnetite, pyrolusite, graphite, and some forms of hematite. 

The induced polarization effect 

In the field procedure,  measurements  on the surface a r e  

made in a way that allows the effects of la te ra l  changes in the propert ies  

of the ground to be separated f rom the effects of ver t ical  changes in the 

propert ies .  

(X) apart .  The potentials a r e  measured a t  two other points (X) feet  

apar t ,  in line with the cur ren t  electrodes is an integer number (n) t imes 

the basic distance (X).  

Current  is applied to the ground a t  two points in distance 

The measurements  a r e  made along a surveyed line, with 

a constant distance (nX) between the neares t  cur ren t  and potential 

electrodes.  In most  surveys,  several  t r ave r ses  a r e  made with various 

values of (n); i. e. (n) = 1, 2 ,  3 , 4 ,  etc. The kind of survey required 

(detailed o r  reconnaissance) decides the number of values of (n) used. 

In plotting the resu l t s ,  the values of the apparent resist ivity,  

apparent pe r  cent frequency effect, and the apparent metal  factor 
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measured for  each s e t  of electrode positions a r e  plotted a t  the inter-  

section of gr id  l ines,  one f rom the center point of the current  electrodes 

and the other  f r o m  the center point of the potential electrodes. 

Figure A . )  

image of the metal  factor values below. 

metal factor values, a r e  plotted the values of the pe r  cent frequency effect. 

In some cases  the values of p e r  cent frequency effect a r e  plotted as 

superscr ipts  of the me ta l  factor  value. 

effect values a r e  not contoured. 

value is determined by the location along the survey line of the center 

point between the cur ren t  and potential electrodes. 

value f rom the line is determined by the distance (nX) between the cur ren t  

and potential electrodes when the measurement  was made. 

(See 

The resist ivity values a r e  plotted above the line as a m i r r o r  

On a second line, below the 

In this second case  the frequency 

The la te ra l  displacement of a given 

The distance of the 

The separation between sender and receiver  electrodes is 

only one factor which determines the depth to which the ground is being 

sampled in any par t icular  measurement.  The plots then, when 

contoured, a r e  not section maps of the electr ical  propert ies  of the 

ground under the survey line. 

any given survey must  be car r ied  out using the combined experience 

gained f rom field resul ts ,  model study resul ts  and theoretical  invest%= 

gations. 

measured  is important in the interpretation. 

The interpretation of the resul ts  f r o m  

The position of the electrodes when anomalous values a r e  
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In the field procedure,  the interval  over which the potential 

differences a r e  measured i s  the same  as the interval over which the 

electrodes a r e  moved after a s e r i e s  of potential readings has been made. 

One of the advantages of the induced polarization method is that the 

same  equipment can be used for  both detailed and reconnaissance surveys 

mere ly  by changing the distance (X) over which the electrodes a r e  moved 

each time. 

to 2000 feet  for (X). In each case ,  the decision as to the distance (X) 

and the values of (n) to be used is largely determined by the expected 

s ize  of the minera l  deposit being sought, the s ize  of the expected anomaly 

and the speed with which i t  is des i red  to progress .  

In the past ,  intervals have been used ranging f rom 25  feet  

The diagram in Figure A demonstrates the method used 

in  plotting the resul ts .  

meta l  factor ,  and apparent pe r  cent frequency effect is plotted and 

identified by the position of the four electrodes when the measurement  

was made. 

of (n) a r e  plotted fa r ther  f rom the line indicating that the thickness of 

the layer of the ear th  that is being tested is g rea t e r  than for  the sma l l e r  

values of (n); i. e. the depth of the measurement  is increased. 

the F. E. values a r e  plotted a s  superscr ipts  to the M F  values the third 

section of data values is not presented and the F. E. values a r e  not 

contoured. 

Each value of the apparent resist ivity,  apparent 

It can be seen that the values measured for  the l a rge r  values 

When 
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The actual data plots included with the repor t  a re  prepared  

utilizing an IBM 3 6 0 / 7 5  Computer and a Calcomp 7 7 0 / 7 6 3  Incremental  

Plotting System. The data values a r e  calculated, plotted, and contoured 

according to a programme developed by McPhar Geophysics. Certain 

symbols have been incorporated into the programme to explain various 

situations in recording the data in  the field. 

The I P  measurement  is basically obtained by measuring the 

difference in potential o r  voltage ( A  v ) obtained a t  two operating frequen- 

cies.  

the apparent res is t ivi ty  of the ground. 

where the cur ren t  is very  low due to poor electrode contact, o r  the 

apparent resist ivity i s  very low, or  a combination of the two effects; the 

value of ( A  V )  the change in potential will be too sma l l  to be measurable.  

The symbol "TL" on the data plots indicates this situation. 

The voltage is the product of the cur ren t  through the ground and 

Therefore  in field situations 

In some situations spurious noise,  either man made o r  natural ,  

I 

will render  it  impossible to obtain a reading. 

da ta  plots indicates a station a t  which it is too noisey to record  a reading. 

If a reading can be obtained, but for reasons of noise there  i s  some doubt 

a s  to i t s  accuracy, the reading is  bracketed in the data plot ( ). 

In cer ta in  situations negative values of Apparent Frequency 

The symbol "N" on the 

Effect a r e  recorded. 

spurious electr ical  effects. 

recorded is indicated on the data plot, however the symbol ftNEG't  is 

This may  be due to the geologic environment o r  

The actual negative frequency effect value 
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indicated for the corresponding value of Apparent Metal Factor.  

contouGing negative values the contour lines a r e  indicated to the neares t  

positive value in  the immediate vicinity of the negative value. 

In 

The symbol "NR" indicates that for some reason the operator 

did not attempt to record  a reading although normal  survey procedures 

would suggest that one was required. This may be due to inaccessible 

topography o r  other s imi la r  reasons.  Any symbol other than those dis- 

cussed above is, unique to a particular situation and is described within 

th-e body of the report .  



n - 4  

n - 3  

n - 2  

n - I  

n - l  

n - 2  

n - 3  

n - 4  

n I 

M E T H O D  U S E D  I N  P L O T T I N G  D I P O L E -  D I P O L E  

I N D U C E D  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  AND R E S I S T I V I T Y  R E S U L T S  

+-x-++----nx == x- 

1 I I I 1 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

S t a t i o n s  on line x = E l e c t r o d e  spread length 
n = E l e c t r o d e  seoarat ion 

P P P 

P P P P 

P P P P P 

1,2 - 6,7 2,3-7,8 3,4-8,9 

1,2-5,6 2,3-6,7 3,4-7,8 4,5-8,9 Apparent Resistivity 

1,2-4,5 2,3-5,6 3,4-6,7 4,5-7,8 5,6-8,9 

M.F. M. F. M.F M. F. M. F 
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ABSTRACT 

The growth of the mining industry 
in British Columbia in the last ten 
years has been largely the result of 
the  development of large low-grade 
copper and molybdenum deposits. 
There are two problems which must 
be solved in the search for  mineral 
deposits of this type. It is necessary 
t o  detect large volumes of rock con- 
taining a low percentage of total sul- 
phide mineralization and, secondly, 
to  get  some idea of the  economic sig- 
nificance of this mineralization. 

The standard geophysical explor- 
ation techniques available have a va- 
rying degree of application in  the 
search for disseminated sulphide de- 
posits. The electrical methods, and 
the induced polarization method in 
particular, a re  the most successful di- 
rect methods, and magnetic methods 
have indirect application in most si- 
tuations. This is illustrated by geo- 
physical survey results from several 
properties in British Columbia. 

INTRODUCTION 

WITHIN T H E  LAST TEN YEARS, there 
has been a tremendous growth in 
the mining industry of British Co- 
lumbia. This growth has been larg- 
ely the result of the discovery and, 
more important, the successful de- 
velopment of copper and molybde- 
num deposits. These two metals 
combined have supplanted lead and 
zinc in highest value of current 
production. This paper will attempt 
to outline how geophysics has been, 

and can be, applied to the explor- 
ation for, and development of, cop- 
per and molybdenum deposits in 
British Columbia. In  discussing 
this, the application to property 
situations will be covered in more 
detail than the regional applica- 
tions. 

TYPE OF MINERAL 
DEPOSIT 

Perhaps the most significant 
step in the emergence of copper 
and molybdenum as the leaders in 
British Columbia mineral produc- 
tion has been the demonstration, at 
Bethlehem Copper Corp. Ltd., of 
the successful and profitable de- 
velopment and production from 
large low-grade mineral deposits. 
The more recent successes at En- 
dako Mines Ltd. and British Co- 
lumbia Molybdenum Ltd. have 
firmly established the policy of 
looking for these large low-grade 
deposits in British Columbia. Cur- 
rently in various stages of devel- 
opment are  the large-tonnage de- 
posits of Brenda Mines Limited, 
Noranda's Newman Peninsula de- 
posit, Lornex Mines, Stikine Cop- 
per Ltd., and others. \ 

The question is how, and with 
what degree of success, can geo- 
physics be applied to  the explora- 
tion and development of these 
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types of deposits. There is really 
no all-inclusive term to describe 
them. “Low grade” carries a poor 
connotation; “porphyry copper” is 
not always correct in a true geolo- 
gical sense; and “disseminated” 
can include a broad range of va- 
rying modes of sulphide dispersion. 
The typical deposit contains min- 
eralization having less than 1 per 
cent copper or the equivalent val- 
ue in molybdenum or copper-mo- 
lyhdenum. Therefore, to be econo- 
mical it must he very large or ,in 
such a form that  it can he mined 
very cheaply. “Open-pit hulk ore” 
might he the best description of 
these deposits, although even this 
term is not always correct. 

I n  the search for mineral depo- 
sits of this type, there are two 
problems to which solutions are 
required. First, it is necessary to 
have a reasonably reliahle tech- 
nique for  detecting the presence 
of volumes of rock containing a 
low percentage of total sulphide 
mineralization. Second, it is desir- 
able to determine the probability 
of this sulphide mineralization he- 
ing of economic significance. As it 
turns out, the second problem is 
the more difficult. 

GEOPHYSICAL METHODS 
AVAILABLE 

For the purpose of our discus- 
sion, we will consider that  the type 
of deposit we are  looking for  con- 
tains “sulphide mineralization scat- 
tered as  specks and veinlets 
through the rock and constituting 
not over 20 per cent of the total 

volume.” This is the definition for 
disseminated sulphide as given in 
the AGZ Glossary, 1951. Economics 
put the lower limit of mineraliza- 
tion as  being about 0.5 per cent by 
volume. The per cent sulphide by 
volume is a more meaningful geo- 
physical criterion than the more 
common classification of per cent 
sulphide by weight. In  the case of 
sulphide mineralization, volume per 
cent is less than weight per cent. 
For example, 1 per cent chalcopy- 
rite by weight equals approximate- 
ly 0.65 per cent by volume. 

The standard geophysical ex- 
ploration techniques available have 
a varying degree of application in 
the search for the disseminated 
copper-molybdenum deposits being 
considered. I n  this regard, it should 
be stressed that the high cost of 
property access and the short sum- 
mer field season in British Colum- 
bia require that the most diagnos- 
tic exploration procedures and tech- 
niques he applied. The cost of re- 
turning t o  a property to carry out 
another survey will often be great- 
er than the extra expense of do- 
ing a thorough job the first  time. 
In  Figure 1 ,  the various methods 
available are listed, along with the 
physical property measured and the 
degree of application. 

GRAVITY METHOD 

Although useful in some cases 
as a regional or indirect tool, the 
gravity method is generally of lit- 
tle direct help in evaluating disse- 
minated sulphide deposits. Due to 
the small amount of sulphide min- 

PHYSICAL DEGREE OF 
APPLICATION 

PROPERTY 
MEASURED 

METHOD 

GRAVITY MFTHnn OENSITY CONTRAST L ITTLE DIRECT APPLICATION . . . - . . . - - 
SOME USE AS REGIONAL 

INDIRECT TOOL 

RADIOMETRIC METHOD RADIOACTIVITY SOME USE AS REGIONAL 
INDIRECT TOOL 

ELECTRICAL METHODS 
s. P. SELF POTENTIAL USEFUL DIRECT TOOL 

UNDER SOME CONDITIONS 

ELECTROMAGNETIC ELECTRICAL USEFUL DIRECT TOOL 
CONOUCTIVITY I N  LIMITED SITUATIONS 

SOME USE REGIONALLY 

RESISTIVITY ELECTRICAL OIRECT APPLICATION 
CONOUCTIVITY I N  LIMITED SITUATIONS 

INDUCED POLARIZATION ELECTRICAL USEFUL DIRECT TOOL 
POLARIZATION I N  MOST SITUATIONS 

USEFUL DIRECT TOOL 
I N  SOME SITUATIONS 

INDIRECT APPLICATION I N  
MOST SITUATIONS 

MAGNETIC METHOD MAGNETIC 
SUSCEPTIBILITY 

Figure 1.-Geophysical Methods Availahle and Application to Disseminated 
Sulphide Deposits. 
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eralization present, the density con- 
trast  between mineralized rock and 
tinmineralized rock is relatively 
small. Therefore, great accuracy of 
elevation control and topographic 
correction would he required in the 
gravity survey; and, from a prac- 
tical standpoint, this density con- 
trast  can be considered to be unde- 
tectable. As a further problem, the 
density of the host rock in the  min- 
eralized area may he reduced by 
fracturing and alteration, and a 
leached or oxidized zone overlying 
the sulphide zone would he expect- 
ed t o  have a low density. The com- 
bination of the above factors makes 
the useful application of the gra- 
vity method difficult. 

RADIOMETRIC METHODS 

Some use has been made of ra- 
diometric methods to map the po- 
tassium concentration associated 
with the alteration patterns of dis- 
seminated sulphide deposits. This 
has been mainly carried out in con- 
junction with other geophysical 
methods as  a regional reconnais- 
sance tool. It has not, to the au- 
thor’s knowledge, been applied ex- 
tensively on the ground, especially 
in British Columbia. 

ELECTRICAL METHODS 

The most definitive physical pro- 
perties of a disseminated sulphide 
deposit are its electrical character, 
istics. The metallic sulphide min- 
erals themselves are highly conduc- 
tive, conduct electronically and 
therefore are polarizable, and, if in 
a suitable geologic environment, 
undergo oxidation and may develop 
self potential. These properties 
would suggest the application of 
several standard geophysical meth- 
ods: electromagnetic, both passive 
and active induced polarization; re- 
sistivity; and self potential. 

Self Potential Method 

Under proper conditions, the 
self potential method is a useful 
direct tool in the search for disse- 
minated sulpbides. However, the 
simplicity of the equipment and 
field technique of the SP method 
is offset by the complexity of the 
electrochemical and theoretical con- 
siderations involved. Suffice it to 
say that many SP anomalies are 
due to non-sulphide and the ab- 
sence of an anomaly does not pre- 
clude the presence of sulphide min- 
eralization. 

A self potential anomaly, how- 
ever, was indicated over Noranda’s 
Newman deposit, and drilling based 
on the combined SP and EM ano- 
malies led to its discovery. 

r) Electromagnetic Methods 

In general, the basic problem in 
utilizing electromagnetic methods 
in the search for disseminated sul- 
phide deposits is that a sulphide 
content of up to 20 per cent in a 
truly disseminated form does not 
have a pronounced resistivity con- 
trast  and therefore does not have 
an anomalous electromagnetic re- 
sponse in the normal frequency 
ranges employed. However, the sul- 
phide particles in a disseminated 
deposit generally are not uniform- 
ly distributed, but usually are pre- 
ferentially oriented along veinlets 
and fractures and may be electric- 
ally continuous. As a result, they 
behave electrically as  though more 
sulphides were present. In  addition, 
the alteration and fracturing fre- 
quently associated with mineraliz- 
ation as a rule tends to lower the 
over-all resistivity of the deposit. 
It is seen, therefore, that  electro- 
magnetic methods can, in some 
cases, be applied. 

The majority of the standard 
EM systems were designed for  the 
pypose of detecting steeply dip- 
ping massive sulphides. The coil 
configuration and frequencies em- 
pluyzd were chosen to bias against 
the detection of flat-lying, poor 
conductivity sources, the conduct- 

-\ 

Figure .3.-Electromagnetie Response from a Narrow, Vertical Massive Sul- 
phide Conductor - Shootbaek Method. 
(coil spacing, 200 f t )  

ive overburden of the Canadian 
Shield, hut also the characteristics 
of the disseminated sulphide depo- 
sits being sought in British Col- 
umbia. 

In Figure B are the results of an 
electromagnetic survey on Line 
22N and Line 24N across Noranda 
Mines’ Newman deposit on the 
Newman peninsula of Babine lake. 
The EM survey was carried out 
employing the JEM “Shoothack” 
method, which is an in-line, dip- 
a n g 1 e-measurement, transceiver 

FREQUENCIES -.- _____ 1800 
480 

C.PS. 
C.P.S. 

21 4E 6 E  8 E  IOE 12E IME 

150 FT. M R V E D  CLAY 

1 I ’ BEDROCK 
-1 

Figure 2.-Comparison of Electromagnetic Anomalies from Newman Penin- 
sula, B.C. - J.E.M. Shootbaek Method. 
(coil spacing, 200 f t )  

method developed by the staff of 
Noranda Mines Limited. The large 
negative angles over the sulphide 
zone on Line 24N and Line 22N 
are typical of the response of a 
conductive source of greater width 
than the coil separation, which in 
this case is 200 feet. It was dia- 
mond drilling of electromagnetic 
anomalies of this type which led to 
the discovery of the Newman depo- 
sit. 

The cornhination of fracturing, 
alteration and the fact that  the 
mineralization at Newman is, in 
many cases, interconnected along 
fractures produced a sufficiently 
low resistivity to he detectable hy 
the electromagnetic method. How- 
ever, i t  can he seen from the ratio 
between the 480-cycle-per-second 
response and the 1,800-cycle-per- 
second response that  the source is 
a poor conductor and in the Shield 
would likely he interpreted as con- 
ductive overburden and consequent- 
ly disregarded. 

I n  the lower part  of the figure 
are  the results of the EM survey 
on Line TON. The anomaly is simi- 
lar to that obtained on Line 24N 
over the sulphide zone. However, 
drilling indicated the source of the 
anomaly t o  he 150 feet of clay, the 
conductivity being about the same 
as  that of the sulphides on Line 
22N and Line 24N. 

By way of comparison with the 
results over Newman, Figure 9 il- 
lustrates typical results employing 
the Noranda “Shootback” EM 
method across a vertical massive 
sulphide zone. This is the type of 
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situation the method was designed 
for and produces the most diagnos- 
tic anomaly. Increasing the fre- 
quencies employed in the electro- 
magnetic systems in order to de- 
tect the poorer conductivity of dis- 
seminated sulphides results in 
greater susceptibility t o  clay beds, 
shear zones and other spurious 
electrolytic conductors. This is the 
basic problem encountered with the 
various methods employing VLF 
radio signals, the frequencies of 
which are 4 to 10  times those of 
of the standard EM methods. It 
should he noted that  no discernible 
anomaly was indicated over the 
Newman deposit using a VLF sys- 
tem. 

The use of electromagnetic meth- 
ods, including VLF and AFMAG, 
has met with some success in map- 
ping structures: however, the in- 
herent problems mentioned above 
exist in their use to detect disse- 
minated sulphides directly. 

Resistivity Methods 

In general, the same basic proh- 
lems are  encountered with the 
resistivity methods as with the 
electromagnetic method : namely, 
that  the resistivity contrast in dis- 
seminated sulphide deposits is 
small, if in fact there is a contrast, 
and that resistivity variations of 
this same order can he expected 
from variations in rock types and 
other non-sulphide sources. Exam- 
ples of this will be shown later. 

Induced Polarization Method 

The most diagnostic electrical 
property of disseminated sulphide 
deposits is the result of the mode 
of electrical conduction through 
them. When electronic conducting 
sulphide minerals are present with- 
in ionic conducting rock materials, 
the ground is polarizable and the 
induced polarization method can he 
applied. The lower limit of volume 
per cent sulphide necessary to pro- 
duce a recognizable IP anomaly 
will vary with the geometry and 
geologic environment of the source, 
and the method of executing the 
survey. However, a rough figure of 
between 0.5 and 2.0 per cent metal- 
lic sulphide by volume, under most 
conditions, is a pretty good ''rule 
of thumb" for this lower limit. 

The successful application of the 
induced polarization method at 
Brenda Mines near Peachland, Brit- 
ish Columbia, is a good example of 
the ability of the method t o  detect 
very low concentrations of metal- 
lic sulphide mineralization if the 
proper geological conditions exist. 
At Brenda, the total metallic sul- 
phide content of the deposit is be- 
tween 1 and 1.5 per cent by weight 
and less than 1 per cent by volume. 
However, this sulphide mineraliza- 
tion is largely restricted to chalco- 
pyrite and molyhdenite, with minor 
pyrite, and is therefore of economic 
interest. In  Figure 4 are illustrated 
the results of the IP survey on 
Line O+OO. The IP anomaly cen- 
tered a t  4W to 8W and extending 
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Figure 4.-Indueed Polarization and Drilling Results from Brenda Mines, 
Peachland, B.C. - Line O+OO. 
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from 4E to 18W, although weak, 
correlates very well with the miner- 
alized zone. The resistivities are 
quite uniform, with a slight low 
correlating with the area of inter- 
est. The resistivity contrasts alone 
would not be diagnostic enough to 
outline the mineralized zone, espe- 
cially when the normal resistivity 
variations throughout the survey 
area are considered. 

In  Figure 5 is presented a plan 
of the area of the zone of mineral- 
ization at Brenda. The individual 
IP anomalies are indicated, as well 
as  an outline of the over-all ano- 
malous IP zone. It can he seen that 
this anomalous zone fi ts  very clos- 
ely to the outline of the economic 
mineralization. Sulphide mineraliz- 
ation does correlate with the north- 
east, northwest and southeast ex- 
tensions of the IP zone, hut it is 
not of current economic signifi- 
cance. 

At Brenda, the granodiorite host 
rock has a uniform and low hack- 
ground IP response, permitting the 
detection of the weak anomalous 
response. Experience in the area, 
however, has shown that the over- 
all background IP response in the 
area of the volcanic rocks, and es- 
pecially in the region of the contact 
between the volcanics and grano- 
diorite, is so high that it would 
not he possible to detect the weak 
Brenda anomaly were it in this lat- 
ter  environment. The source of 
these anomalous effects is prima- 
rily pyrite and magnetite. 

In normal field applications, the 
IP method does not differentiate 
hetween pyrite and the economical- 
ly important metallic sulphides 
such as chalcopyrite and molyhde- 
nite. At Brenda, the lack of pyrite 
with the mineralization of econo- 
mic interest results in IP anoma- 
lies of relatively small magnitude. 
However, there has been increased 
application of IP results in plan- 
ning the drill program, as  the 
strongest anomalies represent the 
greatest concentration of mineral- 
ization of economic interest. 

Figure 6 presents the results of 
the induced polarization and resist- 
ivity survey on Line 22N across the 
Newman deposit. This is the same 
line for which the EM survey re- 
sults were indicated in Figure 2. 
A very strong and distinct IP ano- 
maly is indicated across the econo- 
mic sulphide zone. The very low 
resistivities over this zone, down 
to an apparent resistivity of 2.6 
ohm-feet/ZW, indicate the alteration 
and fracturing, and resultant in- 
creased porosity, associated with 
the economic mineralization. This 
low resistivity also indicates why 
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Figure &-Brenda Mines I.P. Survey - 1965-66. 

the electromagnetic method was 
successful. West of the economic 
sulphide zone, the IP anomaly is 
still quite strong and drilling has 
indicated uneconomic sulphide min- 
eralization, mainly pyrite. 

The IP survey of the area of the 
Newman deposit has outlined large 
zones of sulphide mineralization 
which were not detected by the 
electromagnetic survey, either due 
to masking by overburden or in- 
sufficient resistivity contrast. 
These results have changed the pic- 
ture from one of an isolated zone 
of economic sulphide mineraliza- 
tion to one of a large area of sul- 
phide mineralization, mainly py- 
rite, in which occur isolated areas 
where sufficient copper mineraliza- 
tion is present with the pyrite to 
he of economic significance. We 
are faced with the second of our 
two problems: namely, the ability X EQUALS 200FEET 

I P ANOMALIES 

DEFINITE PROBABLE ............................. 
POSSIBLE iiz,,,,, 

LIMITS OF EFFECTIVE COVERAGE 

GEOLOGICAL CONTACT/ -- 
OUTLINE OF *.. *.a. 
ANOMALOUS ZONE . ++ '0. 
OUTLINE OF MOST F~ ..... 
CONCENTRATED MINERALIZATION . \\ ,,,,,, *b 
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t o  separate economic metallic sul- 
phide from unecono- 
mic sulphide mineralization. 

Figure 6.-Induced Polarization and Drilling Results from Newman Peninsula, 
B.C. - Line 22N. 
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Figure "r-Indueed Polarization and Drilling Results from a Zone of Dissemin- 
ated Mineralization in Northwestern B.C. 

Figure 7 illustrates the IP sur- 
vey results from an area in north- 
'western British Columbia. They 
form part of a large survey car- 
ried out in the area. The figures 
on the drill holes indicate percent- 
age of total metallic mineralization. 
As the mineralization contains 
chalcopyrite and bornite, it is con- 
sidered to he of economic signifi- 
cance. The IP survey in the area 
located stronger anomalies, hut in 
general it was found that the larg- 
est and strongest anomalies were 
caused hy disseminated pyrite. The 
copper mineralization is generally 
associated with the well-defined IP 
anomalies of weak to moderate in- 
tensity. 

The IP survey results illustrated 
in Figure 8 are  from a property 
in the Babine Lake area of Brit- 
ish Columbia. As a result of a re- 
gional geochemical stream sedi- 
ment survey, followed up by pros- 
pecting and limited diamond dril- 
ling, copper mineralization of pos- 
sible economic interest was discov- 
ered. An IP survey of the area was 
carried out and outlined a large 
area of over-all high IP response 
within which occurred zones of ve- 
ry  strong IP anomalies and inter- 
mediate-strength IP anomalies. 
This was interpreted to represent 
a large area of sulphide mineraliz- 
ation within which occurred zones 
of increased concentration of min- 
eralization. 

Figure 8 is a section of Line 
32N, which crosses the edge of this 
area of high background IP re- 

sponse. There is a distinct fall-off 
of IP response t o  the east of 6E 
on the line. The apparent resistivi- 
ties are generally quite uniform 
along the line and it is not possi- 
ble t o  detect any change in the a p  
parent resistivity values that 
would correlate with the sharp 
drop-off in IP response. 

Diamond drilling on this same 
property has indicated that the 
strongest IP anomalies are due to 
heavy pyrite mineralization and 
that the economically significant 
concentration of chalcopyrite min- 

eralization is associated with the 
more moderate IP response, indi- 
cating a smaller total sulphide con- 
tent. This is illustrated in Figure 
9, which shows a portion of the 
IP survey results from Line 12N. 
The stronger anomaly t o  the east 
is due to heavy pyrite mineraliza- 
tion, and the economic mineraliza- 
tion is associated with the more 
moderate IP response to the west. 

MAGNETIC METHODS 

Except where magnetite or pyr- 
rhotite is associated with the cop- 
per-molybdenum mineralization, 
and this is not common, magnetic 
surveying is usually not success- 
ful as a direct exploration approach 
for the type of situation we are 
dealing with. However, magnetics 
are of great value when closely co- 
ordinated with, and used in con- 
junction with, the geological knowl- 
edge of the situation. In  general, 
there is usually some "redistribu- 
tion" of magnetite at the time of 
mineralization. In some cases, mag- 
netite appears to have been de- 
stroyed by the alteration accompa- 
nying mineralization, resulting in 
low magnetic anomalies; in other 
cases additional magnetite may be 
introduced, resulting in magnetic 
high anomalies. Unfortunately, the 
magnitude of these magnetic ano- 
malies is usually about the same 
as would be expected from several 
other geologic conditions, and 
therefore the magnetic results are  
commonly only of use when other 
supporting evidence is available. 

X EQU4LS 200 FEET 

Figure 8.-Induced Polarization and Drilling Results from the Babine Lake 
Area, B.C. - Line 32N. 
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The most obvious exception to 
the above general statement is the 
case of the Craigmont mine, which 
does not really f i t  into the classi- 
fication of the deposits heing con- 
sidered here. The discovery of this 
deposit was due to the drilling of 
a coincident magnetic and geochemi- 
cal anomaly. Due to the direct as- 
sociation of magnetite with the 
chalcopyrite ore, the magnetic con- 
tours clearly reflect the position of 
the ore. However, even in this case 
it was found that a regional air- 
borne magnetic survey indicated 
several similar magnetic anomalies 
which were due to geological va- 
riations and did not represent po- 
tential orebodies. 

Figure 10 is a plan of the pro- 
perty in the Bahine Lake area, dis- 
cussed earlier in conjunction with 
Fzgure 8 and Figure 9. The zone 
of over-all high background IP re- 
sponse is indicated, as well as the 
stronger anomalies lying within the 
zone. The zone of strong IP ano- 
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Figure 9.-Induced Polarization and Drilling Results from the Bahine Lake 
Area, B.C. - Line 12N. 
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Figure 10.-I.P. and Magnetic Surveys, Bahine Lake Area, B.C. 
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malies on the east side of the map- 
area is due to  heavy pyrite mineral- 
ization. Superimposed upon the IP 
results are  the contoured results 
of a ground magnetometer survey. 
It was inferred from early drilling 
results that  the magnetic anoma- 
lies quite effectively outlined the 
areas of concentrated chalcopyrite 
mineralization within the large 
mineralized area, and this became 
the basis for planning the drill pro- 
gram. 

Magnetic anomalies of this same 
magnitude are common within the 
area, and magnetics could not be 
considered as a sole exploration ap- 
proach. However, when combined 
with other information, in this 
case IP and geochemical results, 
the magnetic survey results were 
very useful. 

SUMMARY 

The preceding comments and ex- 
amples have indicated that no one 

geophysical method can solve the 
problem of detecting large volumes 
of rock containing a low percent- 
age of total sulphide mineralization 
and also give some idea of the 
economic significance of this min- 
eralization. The electrical methods, 
and more particularly the induced 
polarization method, have proved 
very successful in the direct detec- 
tion of even very low percentages 
of sulphide mineralization. How- 
ever, in normal field procedure 
they cannot differentiate between 
the uneconomic sulphides, such as  
pyrite, and the economic sulphides 
- chalcopyrite and molybdenite. 
The magnetic method has proved 
useful as  an indirect application in 
several situations. 

The successful search for disse- 
minated copper and molybdenum 
deposits in British Columbia re- 
quires the application of both direct 
and indirect geophysical methods 
in close conjunction with geological 
and geochemical information. 
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